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I NOW come to very modern days indeed, when I spent much time with the emissaries of the International.
It will be remembered that the King of England made a round of visits to European capitals, the far−reaching
results of which in the interest of peace we perhaps do not yet fully understand and appreciate. His visit to Paris
was the beginning of the present entente cordial, and I betray no confidence when I say that this brief official call
at the French capital was the occasion of great anxiety to the Government of my own country and also of that in
which I was domiciled. Anarchists are against all governments, and would like to see each one destroyed, not
even excepting that of Great Britain.
My task in connection with the visit of King Edward to Paris was entirely unofficial. A nobleman, for whom
on a previous occasion I had been so happy as to solve a little mystery which troubled him, complimented me by
calling at my flat about two weeks before the king's entry into the French capital. I know I shall be pardoned if I
fail to mention this nobleman's name. I gathered that the intended visit of the king met with his disapproval. He
asked if I knew anything, or could discover anything, of the purposes animating the anarchist clubs of Paris, and
their attitude toward the royal function, which was now the chief topic in the newspapers. I replied that within
four days I would be able to submit to him a complete report on the subject. He bowed coldly and withdrew. On
the evening of the fourth day I permitted myself the happiness of waiting upon his lordship at his West End
London mansion.
"I have the honour to report to your lordship," I began, "that the anarchists of Paris are somewhat divided in
their opinions regarding his Majesty's forthcoming progress through that city. A minority, contemptible in point of
number, but important so far as the extremity of their opinions are concerned, has been trying—"
"Excuse me," interrupted the nobleman, with some severity of tone; "are they going to attempt to injure the
king or not?"
"They are not, your lordship," I replied, with what, I trust, is my usual urbanity of manner, despite his curt
interpolation. "His most gracious Majesty will suffer no molestation, and their reason for quiescence—"
"Their reasons do not interest me," put in his lordship gruffly. "You are sure of what you say?"
"Perfectly sure, your lordship."
"No precautions need be taken?"
"None in the least, your lordship."
"Very well," concluded the nobleman shortly. "If you tell my secretary in the next room as you go out how
much I owe you, he will hand you a check," and with that I was dismissed.
I may say that, mixing as I do with the highest in two lands, and meeting invariably such courtesy as I myself
am always eager to bestow, a feeling almost of resentment arose at this cavalier treatment. However, I merely
bowed somewhat ceremoniously in silence, and availed myself of the opportunity in the next room to double my
bill, which was paid without demur.
Now, if this nobleman had but listened, he would have heard much that might interest an ordinary man,
although I must say that during my three conversations with him his mind seemed closed to all outward
impressions save and except the grandeur of his line, which he traced back unblemished into the northern part of
my own country.
The king's visit had come as a surprise to the anarchists, and they did not quite know what to do about it. The
Paris Reds were rather in favour of a demonstration, while London bade them, in God's name, to hold their hands,
for, as they pointed out, England is the only refuge in which an anarchist is safe until some particular crime can be
imputed to him, and, what is more, proven up to the hilt.
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It will be remembered that the visit of the king to Paris passed off without incident, as did the return visit of
the president to London. On the surface all was peace and good will, but under the surface seethed plot and
counterplot, and behind the scenes two great governments were extremely anxious, and high officials in the Secret
Service spent sleepless nights. As no "untoward incident" had happened, the vigilance of the authorities on both
sides of the Channel relaxed at the very moment when, if they had known their adversaries, it should have been
redoubled. Always beware of the anarchist when he has been good: look out for the reaction. It annoys him to be
compelled to remain quiet when there is a grand opportunity for strutting across the world's stage, and when he
misses the psychological moment he is apt to turn "nasty," as the English say.
When it first became known that there was to be a royal procession through the streets of Paris, a few fanatical
hot−heads, both in that city and in London, wished to take action, but they were overruled by the saner members
of the organization. It must not be supposed that anarchists are a band of lunatics. There are able brains among
them, and these born leaders as naturally assume control in the underground world of anarchy as would have been
the case if they had devoted their talents to affairs in ordinary life. They were men whose minds, at one period,
had taken the wrong turning. These people, although they calmed the frenzy of the extremists, nevertheless
regarded the possible rapprochement between England and France with grave apprehension. If France and
England became as friendly as France and Russia, might not the refuge which England had given to anarchy
become a thing of the past? I may say here that my own weight as an anarchist while attending these meetings in
disguise under the name of Paul Ducharme was invariably thrown in to help the cause of moderation. My role, of
course, was not to talk too much; not to make myself prominent; yet in such a gathering a man cannot remain
wholly a spectator. Care for my own safety led me to be as inconspicuous as possible, for members of
communities banded together against the laws of the land in which they live are extremely suspicious of one
another, and an inadvertent word may cause disaster to the person speaking it.
Perhaps it was this conservatism on my part that caused my advice to be sought after by the inner circle, what
you might term the governing body of the anarchists; for, strange as it may appear, this organization, sworn to put
down all law and order, was itself most rigidly governed, with a Russian prince elected as its chairman, a man of
striking ability, who, nevertheless, I believe, owed his election more to the fact that he was a nobleman than to the
recognition of his intrinsic worth. And another point which interested me much was that this prince ruled his
obstreperous subjects after the fashion of Russian despotism, rather than according to the liberal ideas of the
country in which he was domiciled. I have known him more than once ruthlessly overturn the action of the
majority, stamp his foot, smite his huge fist on the table, and declare so and so should not be done, no matter what
the vote was. And the thing was not done, either.
At the more recent period of which I speak, the chairmanship of the London anarchists was held by a weak,
vacillating man, and the mob had got somewhat out of hand. In the crisis that confronted us I yearned for the firm
fist and dominant boot of the uncompromising Russian. I spoke only once during this time, and assured my
listeners that they had nothing to fear from the coming friendship of the two nations. I said the Englishman was so
wedded to his grotesque ideas regarding the liberty of the subject; he so worshipped absolute legal evidence, that
we would never find our comrades disappear mysteriously from England as had been the case in continental
countries.
Although restless during the exchange of visits between king and president, I believe I could have carried the
English phalanx with me, if the international courtesies had ended there. But after it was announced that members
of the British Parliament were to meet the members of the French Legislature, the Paris circle became alarmed,
and when that conference did not end the entente, but merely paved the way for a meeting of business men
belonging to the two countries in Paris, the French anarchists sent a delegate over to us, who made a wild speech
one night, waving continually the red flag. This roused all our own malcontents to a frenzy. The French speaker
practically charged the English contingent with cowardice; said that as they were safe from molestation, they felt
no sympathy for their comrades in Paris, at any time liable to summary arrest and the torture of the secret
cross−examination. This Anglo−French love feast must be wafted to the heavens in a halo of dynamite. The Paris
anarchists were determined, and although they wished the cooperation of their London brethren, yet, if the
speaker did not bring back with him assurance of such cooperation, Paris would act on its own initiative.
The Russian despot would have made short work of this blood−blinded rhetoric, but, alas! he was absent, and
an overwhelming vote in favour of force was carried and accepted by the trembling chairman. My French
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confrere took back with him to Paris the unanimous consent of the English comrades to whom he had appealed.
All that was asked of the English contingent was that it should arrange for the escape and safe−keeping of the
assassin who flung the bomb into the midst of the English visitors; and after the oratorical madman had departed,
I, to my horror, was chosen to arrange for the safe transport and future custody of the bomb thrower. It is not
etiquette in anarchist circles for any member to decline whatever task is given him by the vote of his comrades.
He knows the alternative, which is suicide. If he declines the task and still remains upon earth, the dilemma is
solved for him, as the Italian Felini solved it through the back of my unfortunate helper Brisson. I therefore
accepted the unwelcome office in silence, and received from the treasurer the money necessary for carrying out
the same.
I realized for the first time since joining the anarchist association years before that I was in genuine danger. A
single false step, a single inadvertent word, might close the career of Eugene Valmont, and at the same moment
terminate the existence of the quiet, inoffensive Paul Ducharme, teacher of the French language. I knew perfectly
well I should be followed. The moment I received the money the French delegate asked when they were to expect
me in Paris. He wished to know so that all the resources of their organization might be placed at my disposal. I
replied calmly enough that I could not state definitely on what day I should leave England. There was plenty of
time, as the business men's representatives from London would not reach Paris for another two weeks. I was well
known to the majority of the Paris organization, and would present myself before them on the first night of my
arrival. The Paris delegate exhibited all the energy of a new recruit, and he seemed dissatisfied with my
vagueness, but I went on without heeding his displeasure. He was not personally known to me, nor I to him, but,
if I may say so, Paul Ducharme was well thought of by all the rest of those present.
I had learned a great lesson during the episode of the queen's necklace, which resulted in my dismissal by the
French Government. I had learned that if you expect pursuit it is always well to leave a clew for the pursuer to
follow. Therefore I continued in a low conversational tone:
"I shall want the whole of to−morrow for myself: I must notify my pupils of my absence. Even if my pupils
leave me it will not so much matter. I can probably get others. But what does matter is my secretarial work with
Monsieur Valmont of the Imperial Flats. I am just finishing for him the translation of a volume from French into
English, and to−morrow I can complete the work, and get his permission to leave for a fortnight. This man, who is
a compatriot of my own, has given me employment ever since I came to London. From him I have received the
bulk of my income, and if it had not been for his patronage, I do not know what I should have done. I not only
have no desire to offend him, but I wish the secretarial work to continue when I return to London."
There was a murmur of approval at this. It was generally recognized that a man's living should not be
interfered with, if possible. Anarchists are not poverty−stricken individuals, as most people think, for many of
them hold excellent situations, some occupying positions of great trust, which is rarely betrayed.
It is recognized that a man's duty, not only to himself, but to the organization, is to make all the money he can,
and thus not be liable to fall back on the relief fund. This frank admission of my dependence on Valmont made it
all the more impossible that anyone there listening should suspect that it was Valmont himself who was
addressing the conclave.
"You will then take the night train to−morrow for Paris?" persisted the inquisitive French delegate.
"Yes and no. I shall take the night train, and it shall be for Paris, but not from Charing Cross, Victoria, or
Waterloo. I shall travel on the 8.30 Continental express from Liverpool Street to Harwich, cross to the Hook of
Holland, and from there make my way to Paris through Holland and Belgium. I wish to investigate that route as a
possible path for our comrade to escape. After the blow is struck, Calais, Boulogne, Dieppe, and Havre will be
closely watched. I shall perhaps bring him to London by way of Antwerp and the Hook.
These amiable disclosures were so fully in keeping with Paul Ducharme's reputation for candour and caution,
that I saw they made an excellent impression on my audience, and here the chairman intervened, putting an end to
further cross−examination by saying they all had the utmost confidence in the judgment of Monsieur Paul
Ducharme, and the Paris delegate might advise his friends to be on the lookout for the London representative
within the next three or four days.
I left the meeting and went directly to my room in Soho, without even taking the trouble to observe whether I
was watched or not. There I stayed all night, and in the morning quitted Soho as Ducharme, with gray beard and
bowed shoulders, walked west to the Imperial Flats, took the lift to the top, and, seeing the corridor was clear, let
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myself into my own flat. I departed from my flat promptly at six o'clock, again as Paul Ducharme, carrying this
time a bundle done up in brown paper under my arm, and proceeded directly to my room in Soho. Later I took a
bus, still carrying my brown paper parcel, and reached Liverpool Street in ample time for the Continental train.
By a little private arrangement with the guard, I secured a compartment for myself, although, up to the moment
the train left the station, I could not be sure but that I might be compelled to take the trip to the Hook of Holland
after all. If anyone had insisted on coming into my compartment, I should have crossed the North Sea that night. I
knew I should be followed from Soho to the station, and that probably the spy would go as far as Harwich, and
see me on the boat. It was doubtful if he would cross. I had chosen this route for the reason that we have no
organization in Holland: the nearest circle is in Brussels, and if there had been time, the Brussels circle would
have been warned to keep an eye on me. There was, however, no time for a letter, and anarchists never use the
telegraph, especially so far as the Continent is concerned, unless in cases of the greatest emergency. If they
telegraphed my description to Brussels, the chances were it would not be an anarchist who watched my landing,
but a member of the Belgian police force.
The 8:30 Continental express does not stop between Liverpool Street and Parkeston Quay, which it is timed to
reach three minutes before ten. This gave me an hour and a half in which to change my apparel. The garments of
the poor old professor I rolled up into a ball, one by one, and flung out through the open window, far into the
marsh past which we were flying in a pitch−dark night. Coat, trousers, and waistcoat rested in separate swamps at
least ten miles apart. Gray whiskers and gray wig I tore into little pieces, and dropped the bits out of the open
window.
I had taken the precaution to secure a compartment in the front of the train, and when it came to rest at
Parkeston Quay Station, the crowd, eager for the steamer, rushed past me, and I stepped out into the midst of it, a
dapper, well−dressed young man, with black beard and mustaches, my own closely cropped black hair covered by
a new bowler hat. Anyone looking for Paul Ducharme would have paid small attention to me, and to any friend of
Valmont's I was equally unrecognizable.
I strolled in leisurely manner to the Great Eastern Hotel on the Quay, and asked the clerk if a portmanteau
addressed to Mr. John Wilkins had arrived that day from London. He said "Yes," whereupon I secured a room for
the night, as the last train had already left for the metropolis.
Next morning, Mr. John Wilkins, accompanied by a brand−new and rather expensive portmanteau, took the
9:57 train for Liverpool Street, where he arrived at half past ten, stepped into a cab, and drove to the Savoy
Restaurant, lunching there with the portmanteau deposited in the cloakroom. When John Wilkins had finished an
excellent lunch in a leisurely manner at the Cafe Parisien of the Savoy, and had paid his bill, he did not go out into
the Strand over the rubber−paved court by which he had entered, but went through the hotel and down the stairs,
and so out into the thoroughfare facing the Embankment. Then turning to his right he reached the Embankment
entrance of the Hotel Cecil. This leads into a long dark corridor, at the end of which the lift may be rung for. It
does not come lower than the floor above unless specially summoned. In this dark corridor, which was empty,
John Wilkins took off the black beard and mustache, hid it in the inside pocket of his coat, and there went up into
the lift a few moments later to the office floor, I, Eugene Valmont, myself for the first time in several days.
Even then I did not take a cab to my flat, but passed under the arched Strand front of the Cecil in a cab, bound
for the residence of that nobleman who had formerly engaged me to see after the safety of the king.
You will say that this was all very elaborate precaution to take when a man was not even sure he was
followed. To tell you the truth, I do not know to this day whether anyone watched me or not, nor do I care. I live
in the present: when once the past is done with, it ceases to exist for me. It is quite possible, nay, entirely
probable, that no one tracked me farther than Liverpool Street Station the night before, yet it was for lack of such
precaution that my assistant Brisson received the Italian's dagger under his shoulder blade fifteen years before.
The present moment is ever the critical time; the future is merely for intelligent forethought. It was to prepare for
the future that I was now in a cab on the way to my lord's residence. It was not the French anarchists I feared
during the contest in which I was about to become engaged, but the Paris police. I knew French officialdom too
well not to understand the futility of going to the authorities there and proclaiming my object. If I, ventured to
approach the Chief of Police with the information that I, in London, had discovered what it was his business in
Paris to know, my reception would be far from cordial, even though, or rather because, I announced myself as
Eugene Valmont. The exploits of Eugene had become part of the legends of Paris, and these legends were
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extremely distasteful to those then in power. My doings have frequently been made the subject of feuilletons in
the columns of the Paris press, and were, of course, exaggerated by the imagination of the writers, yet,
nevertheless, I admit I did some good strokes of detection during my service with the French Government. It is
but natural, then, that the present authorities should listen with some impatience when the name of Eugene
Valmont is mentioned. I recognize this as quite in the order of things to be expected, and am honest enough to
confess that in my own time I often hearkened to narratives regarding the performances of Lecocq with a
doubting shrug of the shoulders.
Now, if the French police knew anything of this anarchist plot, which was quite within the bounds of
possibility, and if I were in surreptitious communication with the anarchists, more especially with the man who
was to fling the bomb, there was every chance I might find myself in the grip of French justice. I must, then,
provide myself with credentials to show that I was acting, not against the peace and quiet of my country, but on
the side of law and order. I therefore wished to get from the nobleman a commission in writing, similar to that
command which he had placed upon me during the king's visit. This commission I should lodge at my bank in
Paris, to be a voucher for me at the last extremity. I had no doubt his lordship would empower me to act in this
instance as I had acted on two former occasions.
THETRIUMPHSOF
EUGENEVALMONT
CHAPTERVI
A REBUFF AND A RESPONSE
Perhaps if I had not lunched so well I might have approached his lordship with greater deference than was the
case; but when ordering lunch I permitted a bottle of Chateau du Tertre, 1878, a most delicious claret, to be
decanted carefully for my delectation at the table, and this caused a genial glow to permeate throughout my
system, inducing a mental optimism which left me ready to salute the greatest of earth on a plane of absolute
equality. Besides, after all, I am a citizen of a Republic.
The nobleman received me with frigid correctness, implying disapproval of my unauthorized visit, rather than
expressing it. Our interview was extremely brief.
"I had the felicity of serving your lordship upon two occasions," I began.
"They are well within my recollection," he interrupted, "but I do not remember sending for you a third time."
"I have taken the liberty of coming unrequested, my lord, because of the importance of the news I carry. I
surmise that you are interested in the promotion of friendship between France and England."
"Your surmise, sir, is incorrect. I care not a button about it. My only anxiety was for the safety of the king."
Even the superb claret was not enough to fortify me against words so harsh and tones so discourteous as those
his lordship permitted himself to use.
"Sir," said I, dropping the title in my rising anger, "it may interest you to know that a number of your
countrymen run the risk of being blown to eternity by an anarchist bomb in less than two weeks from to−day. A
party of business men, true representatives of a class to which the preeminence of your empire is due, are about to
proceed— "
"Pray spare me," interpolated his lordship wearily. "I have read that sort of thing so often in the newspapers. If
all these estimable City men are blown up, the empire would doubtless miss them, as you hint, but I should not,
and their fate does not interest me in the least, although you did me the credit of believing that it would.
Thompson, will you show this person out? Sir, if I desire your presence here in future, I will send for you."
"You may send for the devil!" I cried, now thoroughly enraged, the wine getting the better of me.
"You express my meaning more tersely than I cared to do, "he replied coldly, and that was the last I ever saw
of him.
Entering the cab I now drove to my flat, indignant at the reception I had met with. However, I knew the
English people too well to malign them for the action of one of their number, and resentment never dwells long
with me. Arriving at my rooms I looked through the newspapers to learn all I could of the proposed business
men's excursion to Paris, and, in reading the names of those most prominent in carrying out the necessary
arrangements, I came across that of W. Raymond White, which caused me to sit back in my chair and wrinkle my
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brow in an endeavour to stir my memory. Unless I was much mistaken, I had been so happy as to oblige this
gentleman some dozen or thirteen years before. As I remembered him, he was a business man who engaged in
large transactions with France, dealing especially in Lyons and that district. His address was given in the
newspaper as Old 'Change, so at once I resolved to see him. Although I could not recall the details of our previous
meeting, if, indeed, he should turn out to be the same person, yet the mere sight of the name had produced a
mental pleasure, as a chance chord struck may bring a grateful harmony to the mind. I determined to get my
credentials from Mr. White if possible, for his recommendation would in truth be much more valuable than that of
the gruff old nobleman to whom I had first applied, because, if I got into trouble with the police of Paris, I was
well enough acquainted with the natural politeness of the authorities to know that a letter from one of the city's
guests would secure my instant release.
I took a hansom to the head of that narrow thoroughfare known as Old 'Change, and there dismissed my cab. I
was so fortunate as to recognize Mr. White coming out of his office. A moment later, and I should have missed
him.
"Mr. White," I accosted him, "I desire to enjoy both the pleasure and the honour of introducing myself to
you."
"Monsieur," replied Mr. White, with a smile, "the introduction is not necessary, and the pleasure and honour
are mine. Unless I am very much mistaken, this is Monsieur Valmont of Paris?
"Late of Paris," I corrected.
"Are you no longer in Government service then?"
"For a little more than ten years I have been a resident of London."
"What, and have never let me know? That is something the diplomatists call an unfriendly act, monsieur.
Now, shall we return to my office, or go to a cafe?"
"To your office, if you please, Mr. White. I come on rather important business."
Entering his private office the merchant closed the door, offered me a chair, and sat down himself by his desk.
From the first he had addressed me in French, which he spoke with an accent so pure that it did my lonesome
heart good to hear it.
"I called upon you half a dozen years ago," he went on, "when I was over in Paris on a festive occasion, where
I hoped to secure your company, but I could not learn definitely whether you were still with the Government or
not."
"It is the way of French officialism," I replied. "If they knew my whereabouts they would keep the knowledge
to themselves."
"Well, if you have been ten years in London, Monsieur Valmont, we may now perhaps have the pleasure of
claiming you as an Englishman; so I beg you will accompany us on another festive occasion to Paris next week.
Perhaps you have seen that a number of us are going over there to make the welkin ring."
"Yes, I have read all about the business men's excursion to Paris, and it is with reference to this journey that I
wish to consult you," and here I gave Mr. White in detail the plot of the anarchists against the growing cordiality
of the two countries. The merchant listened quietly, without interruption, until I had finished; then he said:
"I suppose it will be rather useless to inform the police of Paris?"
"Indeed, Mr. White, it is the police of Paris I fear more than the anarchists. They would resent information
coming to them from the outside, especially from an ex−official, the inference being that they were not up to their
own duties. Friction and delay would ensue until the deed was inevitable. It is quite on the cards that the police of
Paris may have some inkling of the plot, and in that case, just before the event, they are reasonably certain to
arrest the wrong men. I shall be moving about Paris, not as Eugene Valmont, but as Paul Ducharme, the anarchist;
therefore there is some danger that as a stranger and a suspect I may be laid by the heels at the critical moment. If
you would be so good as to furnish me with credentials which I can deposit somewhere in Paris in case of need, I
may thus be able to convince the authorities that they have taken the wrong man."
Mr. White, entirely unperturbed by the prospect of having a bomb thrown at him within two weeks, calmly
wrote several documents, then turned his untroubled face to me, and said, in a very confidential, winning tone:
"Monsieur Valmont, you have stated the case with that clear comprehensiveness pertaining to a nation which
understands the meaning of words, and the correct adjustment of them; that felicity of language which has given
France the first place in the literature of nations. Consequently, I think I see very clearly the delicacies of the
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situation. We may expect hindrances, rather than help, from officials on either side of the Channel. Secrecy is
essential to success. Have you spoken of this to anyone but me?"
"Only to Lord Blank," I replied; "and now I deeply regret having made a confidant of him."
"That does not in the least matter," said Mr. White, with a smile; "Lord Blank's mind is entirely occupied by
his own greatness. Chemists tell me that you cannot add a new ingredient to a saturated solution; therefore your
revelation will have made no impression upon his lordship's intellect. He has already forgotten all about it. Am I
right in supposing that everything hinges on the man who is to throw the bomb?"
"Quite right, sir. He may be venal, he may be traitorous, he may be a coward, he may be revengeful, he may
be a drunkard. Before I am in conversation with him for ten minutes, I shall know what his weak spot is. It is
upon that spot I must act, and my action must be delayed till the very last moment; for, if he disappears too long
before the event, his first, second, or third substitute will instantly step into his place."
"Precisely. So you cannot complete your plans until you have met this man?"
"Parfaitement."
"Then I propose," continued Mr. White, "that we take no one into our confidence. In a case like this there is
little use in going before a committee. I can see that you do not need any advice, and my own part shall be to
remain in the background, content to support the most competent man that could have been chosen to grapple
with a very difficult crisis."
I bowed profoundly. There was a compliment in his glance as well as in his words. Never before had I met so
charming a man.
"Here," he continued, handing me one of the papers he had written, "is a letter to whom it may concern,
appointing you my agent for the next three weeks, and holding myself responsible for all you see fit to do. Here,"
he went on, passing to me a second sheet, "is a letter of introduction to Monsieur Largent, the manager of my
bank in Paris, a man well known and highly respected in all circles, both official and commercial. I suggest that
you introduce yourself to him, and he will hold himself in readiness to respond to any call you may make, night or
day. I assure you that his mere presence before the authorities will at once remove any ordinary difficulty. And
now," he added, taking in hand the third slip of paper, speaking with some hesitation, and choosing his words
with care, "I come to a point which cannot be ignored. Money is a magician's wand, which, like faith, will remove
mountains. It may also remove an anarchist hovering about the route of a business man's procession."
He now handed to me what I saw was a draft on Paris for a thousand pounds.
"I assure you, monsieur," I protested, covered with confusion, "that no thought of money was in my mind
when I took the liberty of presenting myself to you. I have already received more than I could have expected in
the generous confidence you were good enough to repose in me, as exhibited by these credentials, and especially
the letter to your banker. Thanks to the generosity of your countrymen, Mr. White, of which you are a most
notable example, I am in no need of money."
"Monsieur Valmont, I am delighted to hear that you have got on well among us. This money is for two
purposes. First, you will use what you need. I know Paris very well, monsieur, and have never found gold an
embarrassment there. The second purpose is this: I suggest that when you present the letter of introduction to
Monsieur Largent, you will casually place this amount to your account in his bank. He will thus see that, besides
writing you a letter of introduction, I transfer a certain amount of my own balance to your credit. That will do you
no harm with him, I assure you. And now, Monsieur Valmont, it only remains for me to thank you for the
opportunity you have given me, and to assure you that I shall march from the Gare du Nord without a tremor,
knowing the outcome is in such capable custody."
And then this estimable man shook hands with me in action the most cordial. I walked away from Old
'Change as if I trod upon air; a feeling vastly different from that with which I departed from the residence of the
old nobleman in the West End but a few hours before.
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